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Reviews & Press Clippings for Original Boostaroo Audio Amplifier
A Guide To The Most Efficient Things In The World:
Boostaroo Portable Amplifier -"A pocket-size portable amplifier that will give anything that uses a
headphone an increase in volume by 100%. It increases the battery life of your audio player, because
the player does not have to function as the amplifier."
Macworld, September 2004:
"The Boostaroo is a nice addition to your bag if you travel with a buddy. In addition to splitting your
audio output into three so you can plug in three sets of headphones, it also provides a huge increase in
volume."
Mac Directory, 2004:
"Boostaroo proves that good things do come in small packages…the Game Boy audio sounds very
squeaky to me. But what a difference I heard in the sound when I used the Boostaroo. The sound
became very resonant, and I could hear the Mario Brothers accents distinctly. At this point, my
daughter offered to extra chores for me if I bought her a Boostaroo. Did I mention I love this
amplifier?"
The Different District:
A compact splitter and amplifier that lives up to all promises. "Boostaroo made a lot of promises about
its little device, but every time, the amplifier lived up to them. This is a great little device for anyone
who is constantly turning the volume up in public or loud places. It performs its main function well and
it also has a lot of side benefits, but overall this is a very solid device."
Motorcycle Consumer News:
"I featured the Boostaroo as one of my Holiday Picks about five years ago, but decided to bring it back
again because it is still one of my favorite, and most used, gadgets. Simply put, the Boostaroo is a
miniature audio amplifier that boosts the input signal and splits it into two, equally powerful outputs to
headphones or speakers. Plug in your favorite tape deck, CD player or motorcycle intercom system,
and you and your riding partner can both listen, with plenty of volume to overcome wind and engine
noise. I use it with my new mp3 player, and it works great."
Fortune:
"One way to overcome aircraft cabin noise is to make your music louder, and the Boostaroo amplifier
obliges. Even better, it allows up to three people to share the stereo output from a single device,
assuming they all have headphones. If you have two or three kids on a long car trip, you need this
gizmo."
Inside-Hardware.com:
"This is an amazing little device, it's perfect for those of you who like their music and like it loud! ...
It's a nice add-on when you are in a noisy environment and your audio device's built in output isn't
cutting it."
CoolTech:
"Boostaroo is a little product with a funny name, but great value..within minutes of playing with the
Boostaroo, Bob is planning to purchase one, and every other person I have shown the device to have
expressed interest in purchasing one themselves. All in all this product is a wonderful device, and I give

it 10 out of 10."
About NASCAR Racing:
"Overall this ingenious product performs exactly as advertised. It boosts the volume of your scanner,
extends your battery life and also serves as a top quality three-way splitter. Every race fan should carry
one of these units in their scanner bag."
Microsoft PocketPC.com:
"Depending on where you're listening to audio on your Pocket PC, sometime the volume just isn't
enough loud enough. I recently did a lot of airplane travel, and the volume of the engine sometimes
drowned out my music -- that problem is now a thing of the past! The Boostaroo Audio Amplifier gives
a major volume boost to any Pocket PC."
Equip by ZD Net:
"If the sound from your mp3 player, portable DVD player, or laptop seems a bit weak through your
headphones or mini speakers, take a look at the Boostaroo. The Boostaroo audio amplifier gives you
richer, louder sound."

